Yeast artificial chromosomes containing human Xq24-Xq28 DNA: library construction and representation of probe sequences.
A library of yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) with human DNA inserts has been assembled from a human/hamster somatic cell hybrid containing Xq24-Xqter human DNA. Screening of the agar-embedded transformants for human DNA used a manifold of 3000 stainless-steel pins to transfer colonies onto the surface of media. This facilitated the recovery of the 1 in 300 clones that contained a human DNA insert (the remainder had hamster DNA and were discarded). The library described here consists of about two genomic equivalents (102 Mb) of human DNA in 467 clones: 167 were generated by EcoRI partial digestion and contain 25.5 Mb of human DNA; 252 used partial digestion with TaqI and cover 64.2 Mb; and 48 were from sheared DNA inserts and cover 11.7 Mb. Clones were screened by hybridization with 70 probes previously assigned to Xq24-Xq28. Eleven probes did not hybridize to any YACs in the library, and 16 probes hybridized to one YAC each, 23 to two, 13 to three, and 7 to four. Also, individual YACs large enough to detect features like the clustering of polymorphic sequences in subregions of Xq24-Xqter have been obtained. For example, XY58 contained five probe sequences previously independently isolated. The overall yield of YACs containing probe sequences was indistinguishable from Poisson statistical expectations for random cloning (P = 0.9). Thus, YAC libraries such as the one described here can include most, if not all, of the sequences in the source DNA from which the library is derived. These results support the possibility that YACs may provide a reliable bridge between linkage studies and conventional recombinant DNA analyses in mapping of the human genome.